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Grasping Cities through Literary Representations. A Mix of Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches to Analyze Crime Novels

Janneke Rauscher*

Abstract: »Städte durch ihre literarischen Repräsentationen erfassen: Ein Mix aus Qualitativen und Quantitativen Ansätzen zur Analyse von Kriminalromanen«. Contemporary crime novels often contain detailed literary representations of urban life worlds. These stagings can provide access to city-specific patterns and structures of thought, action and feeling, as well as locally established bodies of knowledge and processes of sense-making. Therefore, their systematic analysis can generate insights into the intrinsic logic of cities. To grasp such patterns on city level a preferably broad empirical basis is needed, but the study of large amounts of literary works poses a methodological challenge. This article presents a mix of methods that permits the analysis of vast quantities of (literary) texts through combining the classical qualitative close reading with elements from computer-aided qualitative content analysis, basic instruments from corpus linguistics and the methodology of distant reading in an iterative research process. It illustrates how to analyze qualitative data also quantitatively and on different levels with regard to social and spatial aspects of the depicted life worlds, thereby showing how novels could be used as data basis for urban sociology and interdisciplinary research questions about the distinctiveness of cities.

Keywords: Intrinsic logic of cities, urban studies, novels as data, quantitative literary analysis, close reading, distant reading, corpus linguistic, mixed methods, space.

1. Exploring Literary Representations of Cities: A Methodological Challenge

Literary representations of cities, especially the often detailed depictions of urban settings and the diverse approaches to narrate the peculiarities of city life that can be observed in fiction, are a fertile ground for further research: they offer a way to investigating attributions to and discourses about cities as well as
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the literary staging of the whole of a city. Due to their manifold potential such literary representations of urban life, urban space and urban spatial structures provide a rich data basis for both literary and urban studies. Approaches from urban sociology that focus on the distinctiveness of cities (in contrast to the long-standing paradigm of a universal urban experience or ‘the’ city in general), on potentially city-specific aspects, patterns and the unquestioned and often subconsciously operating knowledge of how things are said or done in a specific city, can profit from a study of characteristic and differing modes of representation and staging of one city in contrast to others. Obviously, such an explorative study aiming at the investigation of city-specific structures should not rely on the analysis and comparison of a small sample of literary texts or passages, but needs to be grounded on a preferably wide empirical basis: city-specific patterns should occur across a wide range of individual authors and texts of one city and differ sufficiently in comparison with representations of other cities to show a systematic impact instead of singular peculiarities. Through a quantitative, computer-assisted comparative analysis of a fairly large quantity of crime novels ($n_{all}=240$) and the cross examination of other kinds of data that relate to the production of these novels as well as their reception, our ongoing project explores the question if and how the literary staging of urban life worlds can be traced back to city-specific factors of influence and reservoirs of pre-reflexive knowledge and attitudes. Besides this mix of different kinds of data, the quantitative analysis of literary texts themselves (being inherently qualitative in nature) poses a methodological challenge. These texts provide a vast data basis for the question of the distinctiveness of cities which has so far remained underexplored in the field of urban studies as methods and procedures how to conduct such a large-scale analysis of literary sources are not readily available. This article presents a mix of methods to show how such a study could be conducted.

Standard procedures of the analysis and interpretation of literary texts are not suited for large-scale investigations across vast amounts of novels. The main method applied is the qualitative close reading that can be defined as paying “close attention to textual details with respect to elements such as setting, characterization, point of view, figuration, diction, rhetorical style, tone, rhythm, plot, and allusion” (Rapaport 2011, 4; cf. Brummett 2010). While close reading is vital to interpret individual literary works, it is, not least because of its time-consuming nature, less suitable for the analysis and comparison of

---

1 The DFG-funded project "At the scene of crime: the intrinsic logic of cities within the medium of contemporary detective stories", on which this article is based, is part of the LOEWE-Project Group "Intrinsic Logic of Cities" at the Technical University Darmstadt. The other projects within this superordinate project group investigate the intrinsic logic of cities simultaneously within problem discourses, practices and images of city-marketing and economic practices of hairdressers.
large amounts of literary texts. But how should we proceed if the sheer amount of books we want to analyze is simply too high to read them all in detail? Quantitative and computational approaches aimed at a generalizing analysis of large amounts of texts do exist and have been discussed since at least the 1960s (cf. Hoover 2008). Existing methods and techniques, primarily developed within the domains of corpus linguistics (Hunston 2006) and stylistics (or stylometry, cf. Biber 2011; Mahlberg 2007), focus on very general lexical and/or grammatical language patterns and are used for authorship-attribution (see e.g. the studies of Burrows 1992, 2007; Craig 2004; Fischer-Starcke 2010; Hori 2004; Hoover 2001, 2002), to analyze the style of one author or just one single text in comparison to others of the same period or genre (e.g. Burrows 1987; Craig 1999; McKenna and Antonia 2001; Stubbs 2005), or to explore the possibilities of automatic computational genre-attribution (Allison et al. 2011), to mention just a few examples. The promising possibilities of computational approaches to language, literature and the humanities in general, and especially the wake of a new methodology in literary studies focusing on the “distant reading” (Moretti 2000a, 2007, 2013) of quantifiable aspects of literary texts or meta-data (like titles or place and year of publication), provide a starting point in the search for new methods for the analysis of social and spatial aspects, structures and patterns across a large number of novels. Instead of applying quantitative methods to identify very general features in large amounts of data or qualitative methods to interpret a few examples in depth, we should connect both to enhance and strengthen our analysis and interpretations in the depth as well as in the breadth. This also can help to lower the relatively high threshold of quantitative analysis, more often than not confronting researchers with ‘cryptic’ lists of words and numbers whose meaning cannot be accessed easily (cf. Beatie 1979; Corns 1991, 128; Potter 1988), and to overcome the “failure to develop a useful dialectic between computer-based and other methods” (Corns 1991, 128) which seems to prevent or at least aggravate a pragmatic approach to the combination of both methods.

To analyze large quantities of qualitative data on different levels, a mix of methods is needed that enables to move from close to distant and back again. This article gives a detailed account of our multi-phase research design and the methods and procedures of each phase, showing how a mixed approach can provide the connection between computer-aided and more traditional methods that is required when analyzing large amounts of novels with regard to social and spatial issues (i.e. cities as inherently spatial phenomena), and, thereby, also how literary texts can be used as a substantial data basis for urban research. Before the peculiarities of this kind of data and the methods are discussed in further detail, we will introduce the sociological context in which our approach was developed.
2. The Intrinsic Logic of Cities

Central to the Eigenlogik der Städte (intrinsic logic of cities) approach in urban research is the question if and in which ways cities form distinctive structures of thought, action and feeling; specific, unquestioned and often subconsciously operating stocks of knowledge of how things are done resp. how to make sense of this city in contrast to others (see especially Berking 2008, 2012; Berking and Löw 2008; Löw 2008a, 2008b, 2012, 2013). According to this view, each city forms its own urban doxa, a “classificatory principle that commends a specific view of the world” (Löw 2012, 310; cf. Berking 2008, 24-8; 2012, 320-2) which serves as background to establish and fathom meaning, and to position and assess practices, discourses, images, ways of speaking and narrating as legitimate, intelligible and ‘authentic’ in or for this city, while others are rejected. This worldview has grown over time, forming and being based on a “historical web of meaning” (Berking 2012, 322), the cumulative texture of a city (ibid.; cf. Suttles 1984) according to which the tacit assessment of each new ‘layer’, each representation or discussion, takes place. In other words, every city forms and provides “its own local background and its own version of ‘how things are’ and ‘how things have to be done”’ (Berking 2012, 321).

2.1 Literary Representations as Medium

The underlying hypothesis of our project is that this distinctive local background also influences the literary staging of the respective city, and, therefore, that literary representations as data provide new and interesting insights to investigate the intrinsic logic of cities. To substantiate this hypothesis, we systematically analyze and compare the literary representations of four different cities (Birmingham, Glasgow (both UK), Frankfurt on the Main and Dortmund (both Germany)) across a vast amount of contemporary crime novels (n=240), each of which is set in one of the cities under investigation. The aim is to examine if and how intrinsic structures, place-specific or local bodies of knowledge and distinctive forms of expression can also be traced in the literary texts. Circulating images of a city apparently have to be relatable to the local background knowledge to be viewed as ‘authentic’ depictions (or to be rejected as such), to give a recognizable account of this city and not another for its readers, at the same time adding to the cumulative texture and this body of knowledge for the city they depict. The literary representations and images inform and build upon each other or come into competition. Also, the ways in which characters speak and ‘do things’ can (and should, if our hypothesis holds true) be recognizably different from city to city, for the very same reasons: e.g. to be recognizable (and authentic) as a detective from Glasgow, not only a
Glaswegian accent, but a specific kind of banter, a certain wittiness seems necessary – and would appear out of place for an investigator from Birmingham.²

It is crucial to mention that the focus of our investigation does not solely lie on the level of the story, the ‘what’ that is told in a narrative, but also, and maybe even more prominently, on the level of discourse, referring to all the different aspects of ‘how’ a story is told.³ This comprises patterns on the lexical level as well as the arrangement of topics, themes, arguments and their relation and connection to each other within a novel. As already mentioned, if one wants to explore patterns and peculiarities on the level of the individual city, it would not be sufficient to rely on the analysis of a few outstanding novels. This would only produce anecdotal evidence or insights into the peculiar representation of a city by author x or in novel y instead of a systematic empirical analysis of the circulating images and strategies of narrating this city in contrast to others.⁴ Therefore, we tried to gather a representative set of novels for all four cities under investigation (see 5).

To put it in a nutshell, we want to find out what all these various crime novels set in one city do have in common and in which ways they differ systematically from those set in other cities. Which locations, places and spatial units are selected and frequently presented, and in which terms? Which narrative, rhetorical and literary devices are used for their depiction? Are the locations described realistically or metaphorically, concretized or abstracted, topographically or topologically? Which discourse strategies and semanticizations, which ways of speaking about the city can be found? And in how far can these commonalities and differences be related to city-specific variables? If the guiding hypothesis about an intrinsic logic of cities holds true, all novels set within one city should have more in common than they have with those novels from other cities. Through a comparison of elements that lie on the micro-level of words, their frequencies and their frequent co-occurrences; on the mid-level of topics, themes, tropes, discourse strategies and cultural attributions; and on the macro-level of the whole of one corpus in comparison to the other corpora, we investigate the possibility of city-specific structures and patterns in their literary staging.

² Our parallel analysis of Amazon reviews (n_reviews=1862) of the crime novels included in our corpora showed that it is indeed the way of speaking which is the main criterion for Glasgow crime novel readers to judge the ‘authenticity’ and realism of a given novel resp. the way the city is depicted. Interestingly, the criteria or aspects on which readers base such judgments differ from city to city: for Frankfurt, it is a minutely and realistic naming of streets, areas and description of places, for Dortmund the characterization of the figures and allusions to events that happened there in reality, and in the case of Birmingham, the readers virtually never even mention the city or only make very general references about the location of the plot, often simply referring to ‘the place the story is set’.
³ For this distinction between story and discourse in literary studies see especially Genette (1994).
⁴ It is indeed such a kind of anecdotal evidence for which novels are very often cited in sociological works (cf. Carlin 2010).
3. Crime Novels as Data

3.1 Possibilities and Advantages

The genre of crime fiction offers some advantages for an exemplary and explorative investigation of potentially city-specific structures in the medium of literary representations:

1) The *sheer quantity of crime novels* available for each of the cities under investigation makes a large scale study and comparison possible in the first place. Moreover, the number of crime novels available also hints at the popularity and impact of this genre – as does the frequent appearance of crime novels on best-seller lists. Crime fiction is one of the best-selling and most widely read genres today.\(^5\) Especially in Germany, the subgenre of *Stadt- and Regionalkrimis* (roughly translatable with city crime novels or regional/local crime novels) has grown remarkably over the last decade, with many regions resp. cities starring in their ‘own’ crime novels.\(^6\) This indicates not only the focus that this genre seems to place on place, but also that the literary staging of cities and the images that are produced within this genre are widely distributed and, therefore, potentially influence the way how these cities are thought of and perceived in the public eye.

2) The *serialized format* that is very often used in crime fiction poses a specific framework for the depiction of the cities in question. Series narrate and depict their diegetic world, i.e. the city they are set in, in an ongoing, cumulative and consecutive way. The image and representations of a city can thus be built over time and should, to avoid irritation on the part of the readers, be consistent or at least legitimate and make plausible varying or even conflicting points of view and conceptual variation. The serial format of many contemporary crime novels thus offers the opportunity to trace consistencies, reiterations and changes in the literary representations in a process-oriented way.

3) The *genre resp. sub-genres* themselves offer conditions that provide a *stabilizing contextual factor for the analysis*. Especially crime fiction is said to rely on strong genre conventions that largely determine or at least influence its form and content, e.g. the structure of the plot, characterization, figura-

---

\(^5\) According to the Börsenverein (2013) the branch of fiction that is labeled as “suspense” produces the second biggest turnover in Germany (27.9% of the total turn-over of the German book market in 2011), while the “crime thriller” genre is even the most popular in the UK market with “sales approaching £200 million” for 2012 (Membery 2013).

\(^6\) See, for example, the map of ‘Regionalkrimis’ in Germany as presented in the ZEITMagazin on January, 16 (Stolz 2013).
tion, etc. Many aspects of crime fiction such as its spatial structures, too, have been analyzed as genre-specific conventions (Schmidt 1989; Suerbaum 1984). Following this line of research, the sub-types of the genre have also been examined according to their spatial patterns: whereas the sleuths of mystery novels can be associated with clearly delimited or “locked rooms”, the hardboiled, private eye detective operates in an urban setting in which different places and spaces are depicted in short succession (cf. Alewyn 1998), so that the city becomes “intractable terrain, to be grasped only in a fragmentary way” (Horsley 2005, 71-2). Genre conventions possibly pose a restriction on the potential city-specific patterns in so far as they have a strong structuring influence on the novels under investigation. With regard to these constitutive effects of generic conventions our project asks if and in which ways the distinctiveness of cities can establish influence alongside genre-structures, or in how far the latter are altered and varied by city-specific factors. Generic conventions also provide a backdrop for our interpretation of the different aspects and can possibly supply explanations and interpretations for certain patterns.

4) The dominance of realistic literary strategies, including such aspects of social and spatial mimesis as the very detailed description of existing places, buildings, streets and events typical of contemporary crime writing provides rich data also on the content-level. Due to their realistically appealing depiction of characters, events and themes these novels can be viewed as specific forms of space-constituting (and space-constituted) practices of imagination and narration. They are bound, at least to a certain degree, to the life worlds of the specific city they depict, and frequently establish recognition effects through references to the actual world. While this spatial and social realism especially holds true for the German phenomenon of Stadt- and Regionalkläriskrimis, this trend can also be witnessed in the UK resp. around the world (cf. Evers 2009).

3.2 Methodological Challenges

Besides the aforementioned advantages of the genre that we chose for our analysis, there are also some methodological challenges that arise from literary texts in general, especially when one wants to employ a computer-aided technique for their analysis. The literariness of the texts in question distinguishes this type of data from those that are usually used in urban studies (e.g. interviews, ethnological descriptions, surveys), and is one of the arguments against the application of computer-aided and quantitative methods for the analysis of literary texts in general (cf. Van Peer 1989). Especially the highly figurative

---

7 These conventions can be (and are, in fact, frequently) varied, newly combined or used in a transgressive way.
meaning of literary language and the complex interplay of different kinds of context in fiction pose major problems for computational literary analysis. While literary texts generate meaning that is highly context-related and context-dependent in differing ways (and with respect to different, sometimes overlapping, sometimes even contracting contexts), most computational approaches can only deal with a very restricted notion of context as direct co-text in their analysis (Hoover 2008). A similar problem arises for the recognition and analysis of metaphors, metonymies and other tropes that cannot be distinguished from a more ‘literal’ use of the words in any automated way to date. Additionally, language itself (literary or not) can be highly ambiguous on the level of single words: homonyms (i.e. words with very different meanings in different contexts), homographs (i.e. words that are written in the same way but belong to different word classes and therefore have different meanings), and polysemous words (i.e. one word having multiple meanings) cannot be distinguished without the analysis of their context in all, or at least many, of its different varieties. While an ‘ordinary’, human reader can easily perceive different kinds of rhetorical devices and potentially concurring meanings embedded, and infer from the context on different levels which meaning is crucial within a specific passage or which sentence builds a metaphor while another one can be taken literally, computers are ‘dumb clerks’ (to repeat an often heard argument) that are not able to distinguish between different uses of the same string of characters or recognize and trace the meaning of a symbol, trope or reference. Basically, most approaches in the field of quantitative literary analysis focus on single words, simple frequency counts, or on the automatically retrieved most frequent words of a certain text or corpus (which, unsurprisingly, are very general ones such as is, that, and, etc.). Major methods in this area are the study of keywords (the key-ness of a word can be defined either by its high and/or unusual frequency in a given corpus or by its importance to the research question), word frequencies, co-occurrences, lexical-clusters, collocational and concordance analysis (cf. Biber 2011; Hoover 2008; Mahlberg 2007). Some approaches take into account the direct and limited context of the word in focus to disambiguate its meaning or function, as does the KWIC (key-word-in-context) method developed by Philip J. Stone and others (1966) for the purpose of computer-aided content analysis (cf. Fühlau 1982, 132-3; Früh 2011, 12, 8

8 Ranging from the social context in which the literary text has been produced to the intertextual context formed of other texts that stand in relation to the text in question, to the context that the whole of a novel (or series) forms for all the passages, messages, themes, symbols and tropes it contains, to the context of the specific communication situation in which an analyzed speech act, message or description is embedded – all these different and yet related kinds of context have potential influence on the production of meaning of a single word, a concept, theme, symbol or the whole of the novel.

9 The same problem arises in sociological computer-aided content analysis; see e.g. Fühlau (1982, 127-90).
The KWIC approach or concordance analysis is widely used and acknowledged today, but the context normally regarded in this method only contains a very limited number of words occurring to the left and to the right of the search-term (usually between three to five), not regarding if these co-words occur in successive but different sentences or are part of the same sentence as the search-term. This restricted conception of context as co-text differs from its broad definition (and importance) in literary studies, while the analysis of the broad context (in this sense) poses a problem for any computer-assisted or quantitative approach to date.

To account for these specificities of our data and the given limitations of a computer aided analysis, we developed a multi-phase research design (detailed in the next sections) that places the emphasis on the qualitative aspects of the analysis and interpretation carried out by the researcher while aiding this analysis and accelerating it via computational and quantitative techniques of text-retrieval, visualization and automated lexical analysis, enabling the analysis of large amounts of text. We address the problems of disambiguation, context and meaning through stressing human interpretation, supported and enhanced through a mix of computational tools that address different aspects and integrate differing degrees of context into the (automated) analysis. An adapted variant of qualitative content analysis, especially suitable to investigate all aspects within a middle-range of context, is combined with basic techniques of quantitative literary analysis (word frequencies and searches, co-occurrence and statistical positional concordance analysis with an adjustable and enhanced range of co-text of 10 words to the left and right around the search terms; see 8.) which address a restricted sense of context as direct co-text on sentence or paragraph level and can be carried out by the computer itself. This mix of methods and tools applied allows to explore the narrow, mid-level and wide context of the retrieved words, sentences and passages through an iterative process to connect a qualitative close reading with quantitative analysis of automatically retrieved passages and their context, combining different perspectives on the same data and therefore enabling an examination of specific features across the whole of each corpus, comparison between different corpora also on the level of lexical patterns and patterns of semanticization, and, ultimately, testing qualitatively derived hypotheses.

4. The Research Design

Before discussing the different steps and methods of our large-scale analysis of literary texts in detail, a short overview of the general research process of the text analysis (see figure 1) and the gathering and preprocessing of the data is given. This article places the focus on the methodology of textual analysis, and while the project itself comprises also the investigation and analysis of aspects
and data that relate to the sides of production and reception of the analyzed crime novels, these will not be part of the following discussion of our methods. They will only be mentioned in so far as they directly relate to the textual analysis.

The analysis of the literary representations themselves is composed of two phases, whereby each phase consists of different steps. We combine a sequential explorative strategy (Creswell 2009, 211-2) with a concurrent research strategy (ibid, 213-8), exploring the object of study and generating hypotheses in a first, qualitative phase before operationalizing these findings to ‘test’ them quantitatively throughout the whole of the data in a second phase, where the same data is explored in different ways and on different levels. Phase One consists of the preliminary gathering, sighting, choosing and preprocessing of the crime novels (see 5) and the parallel sample analysis of purposefully chosen novels for each city with the basic method of qualitative close reading. Based on these first results, hypotheses can be generated and the dimensions of analysis and comparison can be identified that guide the further investigation of the novels and form the basis for the operationalization of these dimensions and the coding scheme (see 6).

**Figure 1: Overview of Multi-Phase Research Design**

---

10 On the side of production, semi-structured qualitative interviews with some of the authors of those novels under investigation from each city are conducted, as well as an institutional analysis of the literary field. The reception of the novels is investigated via the analysis of self-produced statements from the readers of those novels in form of Amazon reviews (see also footnote 2).
Phase Two consists of a triangulation of quantitative and qualitative methods (cf. Kelle 2007, 51, 54-7). The combination of different methods of analysis through the use of two different computer tools enables differing degrees of distance to the original texts analyzed. This phase can be described as iterative process where the researcher moves between close and distant reading. Based on the results and operationalization that are the outcome of the qualitative first phase, the aim is first and foremost to quantify and refine the findings and ‘mine’ the whole of each corpus. Therefore, the corpora are approached first in a kind of mid-level distance (see 7) through the use of qualitative content analysis (QCA) software (we used MaxQDA 10).11 This makes it possible to trace the impact and relevance of key-terms and first results across the breadth of each corpus, the refinement and enhancement of the qualitative impressions and the analysis and coding of passages in relation to content as well as discourse. Thus it helps to investigate patterns and structures on a mid-level (topics, themes and other aspects in the context of the respective reference which stays embedded in the whole of the text, making close scrutiny easy and allowing the coding and later re-arranging and re-combining of the coded passages in different ways), but also on a macro-level (i.e. the tracing of different topics, themes and spatial aspects throughout all novels in short succession). Eventually, the use of software that is fitted for quantitative literary analysis and distant reading (CoocViewer)12 allows approaching the literary texts from a most distant perspective (see 8). This is achieved through an automated analysis across large quantities of texts that aims at the micro-level of the texts (word frequencies, their co-occurrence and statistical, positional concordance patterns), while the visualization of this analysis (i.e. network graphs that display the word-class, absolute and relational frequencies, and the relations between search terms, their co-occurrences and concordances) poses the basis for further interpretation of the results. This distant way of looking at our novels helps to investigate and compare patterns on the micro-level of words, revealing ways of speaking, semanticizations and cultural attributions and enhancing the comparability of the same or similar aspects (words or themes) between the city-specific corpora.

The interplay and flexible handling of the two programs enables the macro-scale investigation of mid- and micro-level patterns as well as a close scrutiny to the contexts in which these patterns appear. This connection of qualitative

11 We did not adopt the method of sociological content analysis, but only used the software created for this and adapted the instrument of ‘coding’ for our purposes (see 7).
12 This tool has been developed especially for our needs and purposes and I want to thank Leonard Swiezinski, Martin Riedl and Chris Biemann from the Department of Computer Science of the Technical University of Darmstadt for the programming of this tool, help with the pre-processing of the data, and the very helpful cooperation with our project. CoocViewer is available as freeware tool and can be downloaded from <http://sourceforge.net/projects/coocviewer/>.
and quantitative methods for the same set of data helps to complement each perspective, providing insights into the structures and patterns of a corpus (and the possibility to compare them) that could not be reached by any one of these methods alone.

5. Getting Started: Gathering and Preprocessing the Data

Preliminary decisions and limitations regarding the question which texts should be included have to be based on the aim of the research. In our study, we focused on the following factors and reasoning:

1) **Setting**: The respective city should be the main setting of the novels.
2) **Genre**: Crime novels in any variety (e.g. detective novel, police procedural, hard-boiled) where included.
3) **Contemporariness**: Operationalized as a 40-year time span (from 1970 to 2011). Each novel in the corpus should have been published for the first time within this period and the main plot should be set within this time span.

About 300 crime novels have been sighted initially, and 240 of them have been scanned and prepared for deeper analysis. This total amount of $n_{all}=240$ is distributed across the four cities in the following way: Frankfurt provides the largest corpus ($n_F=79$); followed by Glasgow ($n_G=61$); Dortmund ($n_D=59$) and Birmingham ($n_B=41$) (see also table 1). This uneven distribution is mainly due to the size of the actual ‘field’ for each city (e.g. Birmingham’s 41 novels are all crime novels set in this city that existed until 2011). Additionally, some of the originally gathered novels were ruled out from further analysis according to the criteria stated above, while others had to be excluded because their format posed great problems for the electronic preparation (e.g. comic books). Additionally, we deliberately limited the size of the largest corpora (Frankfurt and Glasgow) through reducing the amount of those novels that belong to very long, ongoing and open-ended series (i.e. with more than nine parts). Here, we limited the analysis to the first and the last novel and three from ‘the middle’ that were chosen randomly from each of the series in question.

The underlying pragmatic reason that makes limiting the pre-processing and preparation for further computer-assisted analysis necessary is the very time-consuming and labor-intensive nature of these steps. Scanning the novels and transforming them into machine readable text through OCR (Optical Character Recognition) makes extensive proof reading necessary, and took more than a year in our case.\footnote{At this point I want to thank the Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek Darmstadt (University and State Library Darmstadt), their team from the integrated bookbindery for their help with the preparation of the novels, and especially Roland Roth-Steiner from its Center for...} We used *ABBYY Finereader 10 professional*, an OCR-software...
that generates tolerable but not perfect results due to the many differing typefaces of the novels. We stored back-up copies (in different formats) of the electronic versions and created four different databases for the content analysis with MaxQDA 10. One novel always is stored as one document, including the metadata for each novel (author, title, original page numbers, chapter-headings, etc.).

To produce a more ‘distant’ reading resp. a more sophisticated form of automatic computational analysis with CoocViewer, the electronic versions of the novels have to be prepared additionally according to standard practices and basic principles from the field of corpus linguistics. This comprises techniques of parsing, tokenizing and part-of-speech tagging (for a detailed account of these steps see Rauscher et al. 2013, 61-3). The data are also indexed by document, sentence and paragraph to enable the distinction and analysis of co-occurrences on sentence and paragraph level. The following table (table 1) gives an overview of the quantitative characteristics of the different corpora for each city.

Table 1: Quantitative Characteristics of the Corpora (cf. Rauscher et al. 2013, 65)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Novels</th>
<th>Tokens</th>
<th>Sentences</th>
<th>Paragraphs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4.8 million</td>
<td>336 thousand</td>
<td>142 thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasgow</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>7.7 million</td>
<td>496 thousand</td>
<td>222 thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dortmund</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>5.0 million</td>
<td>361 thousand</td>
<td>127 thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>8.0 million</td>
<td>546 thousand</td>
<td>230 thousand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Qualitative Close Reading

Considering which sample novels should be read during the initial stage depends on the concrete research interest and should aim at a comprehensive first impression. In our case, we chose the sample according to the statements retrieved from the Amazon reviews: we focused on those novels that readers frequently described as ‘authentic’ or realistic depictions of the city in question. The second consideration that guided our test-sampling was that as many authors and/or series of one corpus as possible should be included to get a preferably wide-ranging first impression. The application of the qualitative close reading during this early stage was guided by our project outlines and basic questions about the depiction and description of the city and aspects that related to city life and space as described above (see 2), as well as some basic considerations from literary studies (narrative situation, characterization, figuration, form, structure and rhetoric devices). The results for each novel should be
noted, and through a comparison and synopsis of these first results the different dimensions relevant for further analysis can be developed. We established four dimensions subdivided into different aspects and operationalized with certain guiding questions to build a foundation to systematize the further investigation and comparison of the corpora. The following overview specifies the dimensions and offers exemplary guiding questions for their investigation:

1) **Temporal dimension**: Includes patterns and strategies of a) organizing and relating the past, present and future; b) the details, stories or aspects of the (factual) past or history of a city. Guiding questions: Which aspects of the past and the present are narrated, and which role do they have for the plot, the characters, etc.? Which role is ascribed to them for the city? How are past, present and future related to each other? Which narrative patterns are employed to link story and history?

2) **Dimension of designation (spatial)**: Comprises spatial entities that are denoted or referred to as well as the patterns and strategies of naming a) the city itself, b) the districts within the city, c) other cities to which the respective city is compared to or contrasted with directly or to which other relations are established, d) the region (or other spatial units like the nation or Europe) that the respective city is brought in connection with (e.g. as being part of). These different aspects can be either referred to via denomination of the elements according to the real-world or via more descriptive or paraphrasing strategies. Also, synonyms or nicknames for the cities or the other spatial entities are relevant (e.g. ‘Bierstadt’ for the city of Dortmund or ‘second city’ for Birmingham). Guiding questions: How and how often is the city referred to? With which names? Which descriptions, which semanticizations and cultural attributions evoke the city as a whole or its different parts? Which parts of a city are frequently featured, which role do they play in the novels and how are they set into relation to each other and to the city as whole? What is told about other cities and how? To which cities and spatial units is the city in question related?

3) **Social dimension**: Comprises aspects of a) the topics and themes within a city that re-occur, b) those aspects and events that are presented as ‘typical’ or ‘every-day’, c) characters, protagonists and actor-constellations that are presented as typical or a-typical, d) local specificities like food (e.g. ‘Grüne Soße’ (green sauce) in Frankfurt), drink or others. Guiding questions: Which events are presented as such, and which are presented as ‘typical’, everyday, or only mentioned in passing? Which characters and actor-constellations can be frequently found? How are inhabitants depicted? Does accent or dialect play a role, how do the characters speak? Which attributions are made to inhabitants and which to ‘outsiders’?

4) **Architectonic/material spatial dimension**: All aspects of the material space of a city (factual and fictional sites and locations, signature buildings or landmarks, architectural specificities, concrete places and streets) that are
recurrently named or described. Here, the focus is placed on the frequent functions these specific places and their descriptions have for the plot (as direction-marker for movement, as background ‘pictures’ for the setting, as place of action, etc.) and the patterns that are formed by addressing or discussing this concrete spatial dimension of the cities in the literary discourse.

Guiding questions: Which places and spaces are described in which ways? How is the city-space depicted? Do the plot-relevant settings exist in reality or are they purely fictional? Is the material space addressed directly?

The four dimensions have been identified as those which seem to be most directly linked to the literary staging of cities in the genre of (contemporary) crime fiction. To compare the novels we have selected an adaption of George and Bennett’s “structured focused comparison” (2005, 67), originally developed for the social sciences. It is ‘structured’ in that the researcher writes general questions that reflect the research objective and that these questions are asked of each case under study to guide and standardize data collection, thereby making systematic comparison and cumulation of the findings of the cases possible. The method is ‘focused’ in that it deals only with certain aspects of the […] cases examined (ibid.).

This allows limiting the analysis to those aspects and passages that are of interest with respect to the city in question and comparing the novels within one city-specific corpus as well as the cities themselves on a standardized basis. Furthermore, it supports a standardized way of literary analysis as teamwork, because each individual researcher poses the same questions, enhancing the comparability of the results.

The dimensions are not limited to the manifest contents or elements that relate to them but always include a focus on how these contents are formally presented and set into relation to each other. Also the semanticizations of the different aspects need to be investigated. The aim is to identify patterns that, on the one hand, emerge through the comparison of novels from different authors and series of a city, while on the other hand differ between the city-specific corpora. We found, for example, that the topic of “traffic” plays a role for the literary representations of each of the cities, but differs across the cities according to the frequency with which it occurs, and, more significantly, according to its semanticizations, cultural attributions and surrounding thematic discourses (e.g., in Frankfurt the passages and statements that relate to ‘traffic’ are connected to the inner city and the mentioning of commuters from other cities who ‘clog’ the streets for the residents, representing the heavy traffic as problem that results from the appeal and economic power of the city, while in Birmingham the traffic poses a constant and ordinary problem for everybody and the whole of the city, without the discrimination of groups who ‘cause’ the problem from those who ‘suffer’ from it or further reasoning why this could be the case).

The qualitative first phase also revealed that the systematic differences we observed do not seem to lie primarily within basic literary dimensions: neither
could we find city-specific plot-structures (this aspect seems to be more related to the specific sub-genres of crime fiction, e.g. police procedural, detective or mystery novel, or the ‘private eye’ or hardboiled novel) nor did we encounter city-specific and recurrent ways of narrating or focalizing (e.g. multi-perspective or kaleidoscopic accounts). Also, the traditional tropes or metaphors for the city or city-life (e.g. the city as jungle, labyrinth or Babylon) did not so far play an important (i.e. repeated) role for any of the cities in question; neither are there any other that play a systematic role across different authors: e.g. for Birmingham, John Dalton uses the ‘city as jungle’ metaphor: “Outside, expressway traffic streaked the night with red and amber. He looked at the streams of light – could be transient firebugs flitting through tall tower moulds of ants. It’s a jungle out there after all.” (2002, 43; emphasis in the original). None of the other Birmingham authors present similar or comparable passages.

While the qualitative reading of sample novels already suggested that the city could make a difference within the realm of its literary representations (and not only on the content or story level, but also in different aspects of discourse), the mining of the whole of each corpus is needed to quantify this results and to compare them to the ‘unread’ of the rest of our corpora to further explore, verify or relativize the initial results.

7. Mid-Level Distance: Quantifying and Testing

First Results

The mid-level step between close and distant reading is basically an adaption of sociological, computer-based qualitative content analysis (QCA), which today is often combined with different forms of quantitative resp. quantifying methods (see e.g. Früh 2011, 286-93; Kuckartz et al. 2007; Kuckartz 2010). The use of QCA software (in our case MaxQDA 10) helps first and foremost to code the data and to retrieve passages of interest via simple word searches. Additionally, some aspects of the coding-process (i.e. the allocation of the passages to the dimensions they belong to) can be carried out (semi-)automatically. This step focuses on those passages corresponding to the guiding dimensions and allowing automatic retrieval. To find all the passages that relate to a certain dimension the possibility of computer-based word searches to mine the whole of a corpus at once and quantify the results is especially useful, but makes deliberate operationalization necessary. We encountered the full complexity of the data during the phase of the operationalization of the dimensions, as we could

---

14 These are only semi-automated because although the program principally finds all instances of a certain lexical-string, it is required to read through each passage to verify or falsify each occurrence of the word sought (especially when wildcards are used) before the program can "autocode" the verified instances.
not assume that each of the novels in question might use the same terms or spelling for the same topics, aspects or themes (whereas the dimension of designation poses only a minor problem). Some novels include spellings that relate to a certain dialect (especially in the case of Glasgow where many novels feature Gaelic and Scots) or sociolect, others only indirectly refer to topics, places or themes (this is part of the problem of literariness as detailed above). Another problem derives not from the spelling of the text of the novels as such but from their hyphenation as set by the publisher. This challenge can be answered with the compilation of very extensive and principally open-ended word lists to operationalize the coding and quantifying strategies, and to keep track of which words had already been searched.

7.1 Strategies for Operationalizing the Unknown

The operationalization of the terms relevant for each dimension is based on words retrieved during the first phase from the texts themselves. Additionally, it is useful to include terms that complement them: synonyms and related terms from the same semantic field, and also words and names from the factual city. For example, the lists guiding the quantifying investigations in the spatially focused dimension of denomination do not only include general terms (e.g. ‘district’, ‘part’) and those parts of the city that we found in the first sample of novels. They also comprise the names of all city-districts to find out which ones are frequently used as setting or reference and how they are connoted and set in relation to each other and the whole of the respective city. Furthermore, some of the aspects can be operationalized usefully with the wildcard function of the software, e.g. in the case of Frankfurt, were many names of the districts end with the suffix -end (Nordend, Westend, Ostend) or -heim (e.g. Ginnheim, Griesheim, Bornheim), so that a search for the suffixes and ensuing sorting and coding of the different instances is possible (which is, at least for some words, a time-consuming method and makes extensive proof reading of the results and manual sorting necessary). The operationalization and investigation should be kept open for new topics, themes or terms that occur during the analysis in the texts themselves.

7.2 Coding as a Way of Organizing and Analyzing

The search for words or word fragments is the point of departure for the further process of coding. It should be noted that our approach does not adhere to the standard procedures for these steps as developed for sociological content analysis. Due to the specificity of the data, the basically explorative aim and open research question of the study, and the simultaneous interest in aspects of content and discourse, the operationalization of all categories and sub-categories beforehand or in an exclusive and fixed way is not desirable (cf. Franzosi 2010). Most passages and examples of seemingly city-specific aspects and
messages relate to more than one category or dimension, making the establishing of mutually exclusive categories for the codes unobtainable. In addition to this, the possibly city-specific connectedness of different dimensions and aspects is of interest and would be lost when assigning one passage to one category only. Besides, there is also a pragmatic reason: we use the software primarily as a means of handling, retrieving and re-ordering the vast amounts of texts according to different aspects. In this pragmatic context the assignment of codes to the analyzed segments offers the best solution to store results of the analysis together with the data and the basis for further steps of analysis with the QCA-software.

Our codes (besides those relating to the uppermost-level of the four dimensions) have been developed during a spirally evaluation process. They are basically comprised of three groups: codes that relate to the content on different levels (e.g. on the micro-level, each search term forms the basis for two codes: one assigned to the word and one assigned to next higher meaningful unit of context with variable length to store and retrieve those searches and passages at a later point; other mid-level codes relate to the topics or themes a passage contains); codes that provide information about the discourse level, i.e. the narrative strategies, functions and structures that can be identified in this passage; and codes that are assigned on a meta-level according to different social dimensions or aspects on the textual level for which the segment could be seen as exemplary (e.g. the code ‘difference’ is assigned to those paragraphs where the diversity of the described society or certain categories of ‘difference’ were included, as well as those instances where the relations and social interaction between people with diverse backgrounds are featured).

It is one of the advantages of adapting QCA software and the instrument of coding for the exploration (or mining) of vast amounts of literary texts that the program displays each instance of a word within its original wide context in the novel without limiting or shortening. This makes it possible to read the passages that surround the search terms on screen and to qualitatively decide how much context is relevant for the analysis and understanding of this instance; and allows a connection between the close and the distant levels of analysis, whereby ‘distant’ here refers to the quantifying as such as well as to the reading of only certain passages, not the whole of each novel. Close reading of specific, automatically retrieved passages helps to get a very good overview of the material in a comparatively short amount of time (compared with reading all the novels from cover to cover), and to directly compare passages from different authors and texts in short succession. It contributes to the understanding of the data and research object and enables a comparison of high quantities of text which would simply not be possible with conventional methods of literary analysis. Also, the different techniques and features QCA tools provide for displaying and converting the codes and their interrelation offer certain advantages for the cross-examination of passages, and help to come to terms with
questions about the distribution of patterns across authors (and, therefore, with the question about the possibility of city-specific structures as such): the interconnectedness of codes (and therefore dimensions and/or aspects of discourse) can be revealed, and displaying the distribution of codes and coded segments across the different documents of one corpus gives an instant impression of how widespread the related discourse or thematic aspect really is, and also which texts or authors are widely excluded. The latter can then be singled out for a next close reading phase to investigate the reasons for their seemingly deviation or variation from the patterns, thereby also helping to further refine the search criteria.

7.3 First Empirical Observations and Why More Distance is Desirable

The use of QCA software helps to transform first, singular and peculiar insights into empirically broad based observations about the specificities and patterns of the literary representation of each investigated city. The following section gives two short examples of our research to illustrate the kind of ‘thick’ description of patterns and characteristic possible on the basis of this step.

In the case of Frankfurt we found a strong affinity across all authors towards (spatial) mimesis of the real world: many districts, streets and factual details of the city-space are named and very often minutely described; real historical events not only provide the roots for (fictional) plots and stories (e.g. the protests at the end of the 1960s and the beginning of the 1970s around the ‘Startbahn-West’ (the airport-expansion)), but also very often the history of a certain place or district (the time it has been built, the architect that was responsible, the way it came to look like today) is given, even when protagonists just move along these places or on the streets. Such realism is often connected with a discursive strategy that links the status quo of the city (and its materiality and spatial development) to its past. It is frequently suggested that the city came to be what it is today in the form of a coherent narrative. The corpus of crime novels for Frankfurt resembles sometimes a guidebook to the city, where the real-world references and allusions take a prominent role to reach an effect of realism and authenticity. The city itself features prominently in its literary representations (as setting and topic), and the authors all try to give a ‘balanced’ description of all the different aspects, events and peculiarities of this city. Most authors feature different parts and aspects in different parts of their
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15 This could also be interpreted as an attempt to give readers who are not familiar with the city a stronger ‘sense of place’. Interestingly, those readers that stated in their reviews to be foreigners to the city frequently complained about exactly this strategy (and the repeated use of the city’s name), while those that claimed to live in or near Frankfurt recommended it as ‘authentic’ and ‘true’ account to their home place.
respective series, giving a very broad picture of the city. The impression of a ‘whole’ of the city is established through representing them not as completely different life-worlds but all as providing only an aspect that is included into Frankfurt, therefore connecting the differing parts with each other and back to the ‘whole’. This discursive strategy and the thematic discourse surrounding certain recurring topics and themes form systematic patterns across all instances. The city is represented as a ‘coherent whole’ or life-world, where all the different and sometimes contrasting aspects (e.g. between the middle-class detectives and the homeless on the streets which the former very often know by name) seem to have ‘their place’ and form this social and spatial entity above all through their interrelation. This is tied to the complementary strategy to state that the ‘whole’ of the city is perceivable in all its parts.

In contrast to this, the representations of Birmingham seem to relate more to the parts of resp. different milieus in the city (especially its ‘posh’ and wealthy suburban areas to the south and west of the city-center) than to the ‘whole’ of it. Each series depicts Birmingham as different life-world relating to the districts where the protagonists live, work, and move frequently, and to the milieu the protagonist belongs to (in Frankfurt, the mixing of the different milieus also in the private life of the protagonists is frequently described and reflected). These different worlds are not systematically connected to a ‘whole’ of Birmingham; they tend to be represented as being not connected with each other, presenting a mosaic picture. This is reflected in the distribution of the single codes which frequently occur across the different novels of one author and seldom across those of different authors. Names of places or streets are comparatively seldom given, and the concrete settings of events (especially the crime scenes) are often fictional or rather described and circumscribed than named. Real historical events or facts are very seldom part of the narratives, and are mostly limited to police- and crime-related aspects (e.g. the famous bombings of Birmingham pubs in 1974 or the case of the ‘Birmingham Six’). But while this city seems not to play a prominent role in its literary representations, the quality of its concrete materiality and architecture, especially that of its central area, is often object of reflection and discussions between characters. These discussions center on a notion of frequent or even constant change (of the city and its material dimension) and establish a specific kind of spatial-temporal link between the materiality and the social dimension of the city, e.g. through recurring descriptions and references to ‘decaying’ places and factories or their conversion (as symbol for the decline of the city’s industry, and, again, the frequent change). One of the patterns and structures of discourse about the city that can be found across different texts is this connection of the temporal and spatial dimensions, which centers around a desire for a (better) future with a simultaneous emphasize and recognition of past and present change, presenting the city as being in constant flux.
The use of QCA software helps to trace such relationships between different dimensions and the aspects, topics and discourse strategies that frequently recur in the novels, thereby adding in a substantial way to our research question and making a kind of ‘thick’ description or characterization possible. But the investigation of semanticizations, lexical structures and the concrete quantification of co-occurrences pose problems with this kind of software. The sorting, coding and the actual analysis of the different passages are still highly dependent on the individual researcher, and the manual counting of all co-occurring words is not feasible without a high risk of inaccuracy or within a reasonable timeframe. Although computer aided QCA-analysis gives a rough overview of thematic structures and first insights into patterns of discourse, it does not provide a possibility to recognize, let alone quantify, co-occurrences. To investigate lexical and semantic patterns that lie on the micro-level of words and their frequent combination, and to answer questions about differing, possibly city-specific ways of speaking in and about the cities or a city-specific stylistic, another step into the ‘distance’ is needed.

8. Distant Reading

The nascent methodology that Franco Moretti termed “distant reading” (2000a, 56) provides not a clear and consistent method but an umbrella term for diverse methods and approaches. It has stirred some debates in the literary studies community (e.g. Batuman 2006; Prendergast 2005; for an overview of the critique of Moretti’s approaches, see Khadem 2012; Serlen 2010) and has been adopted and adapted by others in manifold ways (e.g. Clement 2008; Hayles 2013; Liddle 2012; Mitrić 2007). Distant reading comprises at least two different types of ‘distance’ to the original texts, as Khadem (2012) points out: An “epistemological distant reading” (ibid., 415) where the particular texts themselves only play a minor role (e.g. as title, as ‘instance’ of a genre; cf. Moretti 2000a, 2007, 3-34, 2009) and the researcher focuses on large-scale patterns of change over time in the literary field or within the boundaries of specific genres, and an “anatomically distant reading”, where “the scholar intends to stay away from an analytical study of the work as a whole in order to, first, gain a definite perspective over it when situated among a huge gamut of other works, and second, be able to trace a limited number of formal elements in the entire

16 MaxQDA 10 is not working very accurately and seems simply unable to cope with such large amounts of data. Repeated searches for the same terms often produce different frequency counts (and include or exclude different instances and passages), making it necessary to check and cross check large parts of the work time and again. Additionally, the program often functions only on an unreliable basis, stopping in the mid of a session so that one has to begin anew.
range of them” (Khadem 2012, 415; cf. Moretti 2000b, 2007, 35-93, 2011). It is this latter type which seems to be especially prolific for explorative and inductive research. In both cases the tracing of patterns and structures that lie beyond single novels is based on “a process of deliberate reduction and abstraction”, where “you reduce the text to a few elements and abstract them from the narrative flow” (Moretti 2007, 1, 53). It allows the researcher to “focus on units that are much smaller or much larger than the text: devices, themes, tropes – or genres and systems” (Moretti 2000a, 57). Or, as in our case: words, themes, discourse structures and patterns of semanticization that reveal possibly city-specific speech and stylistic patterns as well as cultural attributions to topics and the city as spatial and social entity.

Central to both perspectives in this methodology, where distance “is not an obstacle, but a specific form of knowledge” (Moretti 2007, 1, emphasis in the original), is the visualization of the abstracted elements. And indeed, *visualization as method* (or instrument) not only achieves ‘distance’ to the original textual data, it bears advantages and reveals information that can otherwise not be obtained. The presentation of the data and results on a visual basis seems well-suited to alleviate the reservations of the literary studies community against the afore-mentioned ‘cryptic’ lists of words and numbers resulting from quantitative approaches to literature (see 1). Visualization makes it easier to literally ‘see’ things, not only for the audience but also for the researcher: it reveals patterns that lie across vast amounts of data and which would otherwise go unrecognized. Through the transformation of textual data into another, visual state of aggregation (as graphs, maps, trees or charts) the researcher is able to perceive connections and relationships between those abstracted elements, therefore gaining another basis for synthesis and interpretation that would not be available otherwise.

8.1 Graphs: Analyzing Micro-Level Phenomena on a Macro-Scale

Distant reading, coupled with basic techniques from quantitative literary analysis, makes the analysis and quantification of patterns on the micro-level of words and sentences (but on the macro-scale of the whole of each corpus) possible and enhances the analysis of potentially city-specific patterns on this level. It helps to test, extend and correct hypotheses that were formed during the previous steps. In our adaption, a program (CoocViewer) is used that combines a word search function, frequency counts and automated computational analysis and visualization of co-occurrences and statistical positional concordances. The parameters of analysis can be adapted to the respective research
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Statistical positional concordance analysis considers and displays those words that occur frequently (with a frequency threshold of two) around a search term within a range of -10 to the left to +10 to the right of the term. Their analysis and ordering takes place according
interest and comprise the number of instances (up to the top-30 co-occurrences), choice of word classes considered in the respective analysis (e.g. searching for the top 15 adjectives surrounding the name of a specific part of a city), and the choice of its basis (sentence or paragraph level). The exact quantification of search terms, co-occurrences and statistical positional concordances is possible in absolute and relative frequencies (i.e. as parts-per-million (ppm), a standardized unit of measure indicating how many times the word occurs within one million words of the respective corpus) to enable comparison between corpora of different sizes.

The operationalization of the dimensions resulting from the first phase of qualitative reading and forming the basis for the QCA adaption in the previous step also provides the starting point for the distant reading. After the researcher decided on a search term, CoocViewer automatically retrieves all its frequently co-occurring words and transforms the analysis into network graphs. The co-occurring words form the nodes (or vertices), with the search term always at the center of the network, and the edges between them are weighted according to the strength of connection (based on the frequency and significance of the co-occurrence on sentence or paragraph level). Additionally, each word is colored in the original graphs according to its word class (part-of-speech), displaying grammatical information easily on the same level. This enables also lay-people in the field of quantitative literary analysis to see and analyze connections and relations between co-occurring words (and their interconnectedness among each other) ‘on a glance’, turning visualization into the starting point for further investigation and interpretation. Moreover, the graphs are interactive and give the possibility to additionally display the concrete sentences and passages within which the computer had found them. This systematically integrates a form of close reading as method for interpretation, which distant reading is lacking so far. The respective references, i.e. the limited co-text of co-occurrences, can be taken under close scrutiny to come to terms with the functions of those elements in their immediate context, the disambiguation of their meaning and a quick way for deeper analysis of semanticization and discourse. They also provide information about the source (author, book, page number) which enables a feedback loop to the close reading and/or the mid-level step, therefore adding the possibility of investigating the wider context in order to enhance one’s interpretation. Similar as during the computer-aided QCA analy-
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18 The log-likelihood test (Dunning 1993) is employed to determine the significance of the co-occurrence of two words, with a significance threshold of 3.84 (corresponding to 5% error probability) and a frequency minimum of two occurrences (see also Rauscher et al. 2013, 62).

19 As Serlen (2010) notes, the actual method of interpretation of the data is “curiously elided in [Moretti’s] descriptions of distant reading as a method [...] he conflates the interpretation of data with the representation of data” (219-20).
sis, this also helps to determine whether the diction might be series or author-specific or if it forms city-specific patterns that run across different authors.20

Thereby this last step brings together the strengths of more classical approaches to quantitative literary analysis, Moretti’s distant reading, and close reading as a method of interpretation. It supports the research in at least three ways: it makes an exact quantification of search terms and co-occurrences possible, thus enabling to answer questions about stylistic and speech patterns; it gives a complementary perspective on the data; and it enables a further study of aspects, topics and terms arising from the first two steps across the breadth of the whole of each corpus, as well as an easy comparison between corpora of different sizes for the same or similar terms or topics.

After this general description the following section details the benefits and use of co-occurrence and statistic positional concordance analysis and contains short examples for both techniques.

8.1.1 Co-Occurring Words: Finding and Interpreting Patterns of Semanticization and Cultural Attributions

Automated co-occurrence analysis is especially useful for studies of themes and semantic patterns throughout the breadth of the whole of a corpus. The co-occurrence of words can tell us something about the semantic qualities of a word (of course limited to its use within this specific corpus), e.g. its “semantic association” (Hoey 2007, 8), the meanings with which a word is associated; its “semantic prosody” (Louw 1993, 157; cf. Sinclair 1998: 15-6), i.e. does it show a tendency to co-occur with terms of positive, negative or neutral evaluation; or the “semantic preference” (Sinclair 1998, 15-6) of a term, resp. the semantic field the co-occurring words predominantly belong to (cf. Stubbs 2001, 65-6).21

Through analyzing co-occurrences quantitatively across all novels of one city, the testing of qualitatively derived impressions, hypotheses and interpretations is possible. We can get a better grip on the semantic webs in which words are embedded, the discourse surrounding topics and themes, the meanings and cultural attributions which are ascribed to the whole of the city or each of its districts, and aspects, topics and themes attributed to them.22 The following example (figure 2) shows the network graph of the 30 most frequent co-occurring nouns for the “Bahnhofsviertel” (district around the central station)

---

20 This aspect can be further automatized through entering the respective information (author/book and device or word found) into a table of characteristics and processing it with a statistical program like SPSS.

21 Semantic prosody and semantic preference are closely related and sometimes blurred concepts, see for example the discussion of this terms in Partington (2004) and Bednarek (2008).

22 An exemplary and comparative analysis of the use of each city's name can be found in Rauscher et al. (2013, 66-8).
of Frankfurt on paragraph level (i.e. those nouns coming up repeatedly within the same paragraph as the designation of the district). During the initial exemplary close reading, we found the tendency to represent this area in close connection with its almost classical cliché as red light district, and wanted to find out if this holds true for the entire corpus. The search for nouns – displaying topics, themes, and people associated with this city district, its prevalent cultural ascriptions and associations – can provide a good overview of ‘what is going on’ in an area resp. what is frequently associated with it.

Figure 2: Top-30 Co-Ocurring Nouns for "Bahnhofsviertel" in the Frankfurt Corpus

As the graph displays, the name of the district shows a semantic preference towards the sleazy world of pimps (Zuhälter) and prostitutes (Nutten). It is associated with the nightlife (Nacht (night), Bar, Bars, Pinte (pub)), its red light district forming a central topic for its literary staging (as can be seen with the co-occurrence of Bordell (brothel), Bordellbesitzer (brothel owner), Milieu, Mädchen (girls)), and money (Geld and Mark) playing a role, too. With the exception of “Passanten” (passersby), each mentioned group of people belongs to the sleazy side of this district or to the criminal scene that has been established there (Mafiabanden (mafia groups), Hüttenspieler (thimblerigger)) – making police action necessary as it seems (Razzia (raid)). Additionally, its bordering districts are mentioned (Innenstadt and Gutleut) as well as its most prominent streets (Kaiserstraße and Niddastraße). Even that the Kaiserstraße seems to be more prominent for pubs and brothels than the Niddastraße (the latter only showing connections to the search term and the anonymous “Straße” (street)) can be seen from the graph through its cross-connection with “Bar” and “Bordell”. If we integrate the alternative designations for the same area (which can be found easily through the drop-down list function of the search field, displaying all words contained in the resp. corpus that start with
“Bahnhof-”), such as “Bahnhofsgebiet”, we can confirm this analysis and add some more aspects and topics to it: more terms for pub (Kneipe, Kneipen) occur, as well as “Körperverletzung” (assault), but also more terms indicating police action (Einsatz (operation), Streife (patrol), Ermittlungen (investigations)). This confirms our impressions and findings from the previous steps of our analysis also on word-level and gives a very good overview of the frequently occurring topics, themes and cultural associations with this district in its literary staging.

8.1.2 Statistical Positional Concordances: Co-Occurring Words with a Twist

Concordance analysis is a technique for displaying and re-ordering sentences that are retrieved automatically with the help of a word search. In CoocViewer it is coupled with a form of automated co-occurrence analysis, so that the retrieved words are arranged automatically according to their frequency and significance of co-occurrence, and their position in relation to the search term. It widens the amount of co-text automatically analyzed for co-occurrences to 10 words to the left and right of the search term. Statistical positional concordances make comparison of semanticizations (and therefore meaning) of the same or similar terms in different corpora even more easy than the pure co-occurrence graphs, because the ordering aids the identification of patterns of similarity or contrast between cities. Principally, it fulfills the same functions resp. brings the same opportunities and advantages as the co-occurrence analysis, but enhances this instrument through the additional information contained in the graphs. The following example is a comparison between the Glasgow and Birmingham corpus for the top 30 co-occurrences with the word “streets” on sentence level (figure 3, Birmingham is presented in the upper, Glasgow in the lower graph). Both corpora show similar frequencies for the search term: it occurs 482 times in the Glasgow corpus and 293 times in that of Birmingham, but due to their differing sizes, in both corpora it has a parts-per-million value around 60 (62ppm for Glasgow, 60ppm for Birmingham). This time, we regard the adjectives, verbs and adverbs that surround this word within a range of -3 to +3 to investigate frequent actions on the streets as well as their recurring description.

The graphs reveal a differing vocabulary surrounding the search term in both corpora, with a slight tendency in the Glasgow corpus of more “fixed” verbs (i.e. occurring on the same position across different authors) that precede it (especially on position -3), while Birmingham shows more frequent recurring ones on the positions +1 and +2 (like in “the streets were deserted”). For the position directly left to the node, where the words displayed directly alter the noun “streets”, both cases show adjectives (and verbs) describing the quality or look of streets or their spatial relation (“surrounding” and “intersecting” for Glasgow). In the Glasgow corpus, the words “narrow” (most common with 10
co-occurrences at this position and three for the -2 position), “one-way”, “rain-soaked”, “busy”, “tree-lined”, “dark”, “quieter”, and “deserted” pose relatively usual ways for describing the quality of streets, while Birmingham also features adjectives of negative evaluation: “mean” (here displayed as verb due to its predominant use as such throughout the corpus) – the word that is highest ranked in the graph (10 co-occurrences at this position) with a distribution across 10 different novels and three authors – and “notorious”. This negative semantic prosody was rather unexpected and stands opposite to our impressions from the qualitative reading: we anticipated that “streets” in Glasgow would (frequently) be described with terms carrying a negative evaluation or evoking some sense of fear or violence, since the descriptions that struck us as readers where those of “mean streets”. But it seems that we overestimated this aspect, or that the differing authors use a much more varied language to evoke negative descriptions or allusions to danger. But, if we look at the graph again, why should “Safer” (or “safer”), paradoxically, be the second most common co-occurrence after “mean” in the case of Birmingham? A closer look at the references reveals that those instances of “Safer/safer”, with a co-occurrence of three each, do not express a quality of the streets, but are due to one novel where the author describes the scene of a “Women Against Rape March”, where the slogan “Safer streets…cage the beast” (Carter 2006, 124-6) is repeatedly chanted by the crowd. Therefore, we can interpret them first as author resp. even novel specific, and, second, as affirmation for the “mean” and “notorious” streets of Birmingham’s literary staging. Besides these qualities of the streets, both corpora also display words indicating quantity: “several”, “few” and “two” for Birmingham, only “few” for Glasgow (and in both cases, the triangular link between “few”, “streets” and “away”, spanning the positions -1, 0 and +1, shows the meaning of this subset through indicating that they occur together in this way). There seems to be no indication on sentence level for the frequent mentioning of the topic of ‘traffic’ in relation with the term “streets” in the case of Birmingham (as we would have somewhat suspected according to our previous analysis).

The verbs that co-occur frequently with “streets” are different in both corpora, too. Especially those on the -3 position to the left of the node seem to hint at an interesting pattern. While in the Glasgow corpus, somebody is “speeding through the streets” (or “sped” through them, together five co-occurrences across five different texts and authors) or is “patrolling” them, Birmingham here shows the pattern of people “sleeping on the streets” resp. having “lived” on them for some time (thereby further contributing to the mean-streets impression). Also the verb “worked” (the least frequent on position -2 with only two co-occurrences within the same novel) can be seen as belonging to this ‘seedy-streets’ impression, being used as “worked the streets” (for street prostitution). Besides this, both corpora show (slightly) differing semanticizations when it comes to walking on the streets, with “roaming” being a bit more frequent in
the Birmingham corpus (with a relative frequency of 2.26ppm in contrast to Glasgow’s 1.55ppm), but Glasgow showing more vocabulary richness. Another interesting difference that cannot directly be deduced from the graphs is the different use of the term “hit(s)” that can be observed through a comparative look at the references.

Figure 3: Statistical Positional Concordances in Birmingham (Upper) and Glasgow (Lower)
While in Birmingham news and detectives “hit the streets”, this expression is used in Glasgow only for “smack” or heroin when it “hits the streets”.

Although these brief exemplary analyses from our spatial dimension can only give a restricted insight into the mass of individual analysis that need to be carried out before we can evaluate and enhance our background hypothesis of the “intrinsic logic of cities”, the data analyzed so far with this visual method strengthens our impression that there are indeed city-specific patterns and structures within their literary representations. These also comprise the micro-level of words used for the description and depiction of urban life and the cultural attributions towards urban space and places.

8.2 Re-Integrating the Close Perspective and Starting the Feedback Loop

It should have become clear by now in how far visualization as method can contribute to the investigation of literary representations across a high amount of literary texts on the micro-level of words. Nevertheless, it also should have become clear why distant reading and visualization alone are not sufficient: the absolute or relative frequency of one word alone can tell us nothing about its use, function or meaning in its context, and the references of the co-occurrences have to be checked and read to forestall premature evaluations and conclusions (as shown with the example of the “safer streets” in Birmingham). This particular and limited close reading can (and should) be enhanced and enlarged to a wider context than the simple sentence of co-occurrence, especially in those cases where the sentence alone does not reveal the meaning or seems to be ambiguous (e.g. because the sentence refers to a subject given in a previous one, or to come to terms with the rhetorical device of irony). The return to the QCA software and the document(s) where the respective reference(s) occurred makes the additional close reading of the wider context surrounding the co-occurrence easy and is one possibility for moving from close to distant and back again during the analyzing process. The results of the co-occurrences and concordance analysis and the corresponding segments of the texts can also be coded during this ‘step back’ to complete the analysis. Taking the other way round, aspects and terms occurring at a mid-level distance during the computationally aided qualitative content analysis can be quickly fed into the step of distant reading, giving an overview of their relative frequency to establish if the respective aspect plays a role across the whole of a corpus, or if it does so also in other corpora (or in differing proportions, etc.). During phase two, the process of analysis basically consists of the back and forth between content analysis and lexical analysis and between different degrees of context taken into account.

Another problem that can be addressed through such a feedback loop to close reading resp. the middle-distance of the QCA data base is the literariness
of the texts under investigation. A high variety in diction between the different authors for the same or similar aspects needs to be considered, as the relatively low frequencies of the exemplary concordance analysis indicate. Therefore, besides those references of frequent co-occurrences, also the non-frequent co-occurring words (i.e. those that do not come over the two-occurrence threshold) should be taken into account through investigating all references for the search term. Additionally, synonymies or alternative spellings of the search term should be analyzed, too, before those results are fed back into MaxQDA 10 and so on.

After analyzing the aspects that fall within the dimensions as developed during the first phase with the aid of different computer-programs as detailed during the previous sections, one last round of ‘reading the book’ should be included for those novels or authors that did not or only very seldom appear in the analysis so far, i.e. those with the lowest ‘hit rate’, to investigate these exceptions or variations of the patterns. This strengthens the overall results and exposes patterns, structures or variations that were possibly overlooked – which, after exploring them, can be fed back into the cyclical or iterative research process and then included into the final interpretation of the results.

9. Conclusion

The analyses carried out so far show that literary representations, at least those stemming from the genre of crime fiction, indeed can provide a rich and valuable set of data for different (interdisciplinary) questions about the characteristic and distinctiveness of cities regarding manifest contents as well as discursive aspects. Contemporary crime novels contain and detail lots of information about the specific spatial and social context formed by their respective setting. The investigation of the staging of spatial aspects, frequent topics, themes and aspects of city life can give a rough overview of ‘what is going on’ and what is talked or written about in the respective city. Their semanticization and related lexical patterns generate insights into cultural attributions and reveal differing discourses and differing discourse strategies deployed in narrating the respective city. It can answer questions about the recurring elements within literary representations that form a part of the cumulative texture of each city and are simultaneously based on this texture. The further triangulation of these results with data from the production and reception of the novels and with the results of the other projects investigating the possibility of an ‘Eigenlogik’ of cities will show in how far homologue patterns can be found in the fields of economic and city marketing practices and in the discourse analysis of problem discourses in newspaper articles.

The existing gap between qualitative and quantitative methods in literary studies that often prevents a pragmatic implementation of methods stemming
from both fields has been addressed through a connection of close and distant reading in a multi-phased and iterative research process, where the strengths of both approaches are connected through their consecutive as well as concurrent use. While the qualitative close reading can generate the general dimensions of interest and first hypotheses about the ways in which the distinctiveness of cities plays a role in their literary staging (and plays a great role in the actual evaluation or interpretation of automatically extracted passages and lexical patterns), the quantitative methods from a more sociologically oriented content analysis and the distant reading approach can help to test these hypotheses, to quantify the results and to explore patterns across the breadth of the whole of each corpus on the mid-level of topics and the micro-level of words. The mixing of qualitative and quantitative approaches for the analysis of potentially city-specific patterns of literary representation produces complementary perspectives on the same data and a connection of different levels of analysis. It also includes and connects different ‘portions’ of context (direct co-text, surrounding paragraphs of search terms or the wide and unlimited context of the novel as whole) into the analysis which are important to tackle some of the problems that arise from the literariness of the data.

Through the alternate use of different computer programs a maximum of texts can be analyzed and interpreted, much more than any traditional approach from literary studies could process. Additionally, the visual approach towards the analysis can reveal patterns that would otherwise be unrecognized and helps to simplify the application of corpus linguistic tools and concepts, thereby lowering the threshold that these accounts usually pose to lay-people in this field. The systematical re-integration of close reading as a method for interpretation into the visual account of distant reading can prevent premature interpretations, relating the graphs back to their origin within each individual novel.

The method we developed is suited to address questions from all relevant dimensions, not only the spatial, and also can be used to get more insights into genre conventions (e.g. through an exploration of the uses and semanticizations of more genre-related terms, such as detective, murder or corpse). It is not limited to the exploration and analysis of literary corpora or the distinctiveness of cities. It is applicable to all kinds of social or literary research that poses qualitative research questions to large quantities of textual data (e.g. newspaper or magazine articles) or that is interested in aspects of content analysis and rhetoric or discourse analysis at the same time.
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